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1) HALO PV
User Manual - Release 3.0 (JUNE 2021)
This software and related documentation are provided under a license agreement containing restrictions on
use and disclosure and are protected by intellectual property laws. Except as expressly permitted in your
license agreement or allowed by law, you may not use, copy, reproduce, translate, broadcast, modify, license,
transmit, distribute, exhibit, perform, publish, or display any part, in any form, or by any means. Reverse
engineering, disassembly, or decompilation of this software, unless required by law for interoperability, is
prohibited.
The information contained herein is subject to change without notice and is not warranted to be error-free. If
you find any errors, please report them to us in writing.

2) Preface
Where to Find More Information
The latest product information including release notes for HALOPV is available at
https://www.halopv.com/
Insife Support
Insife Support team can be reached out at Support@insife.com

3) Introduction

3.1) Purpose
This User Manual describes the process workflow for Requirements Intelligence in HALO
PV.
HALO PV Requirement Intelligence Management allows managing local and global
requirements and obligations. HALO PV users can drive automation with auto-build
reporting rules and auto-schedule activities. Thus, ensuring efficiency and quality of PV
processes.

3.2) Benefits
HALO PV user can help users track the following requirements:
A master list of Regulatory and other requirements documents and associated requirements
(rules):
a. ICSR reporting requirements
b. PV System and System Master File requirements
c. Data Monitoring Committees recommendations requirements
d. Periodic SUSAR reporting requirements
e. Periodic reporting requirements for Medical Devices
f. Local QPPV/safety responsible person requirements
g. Periodic Safety Update Report (PSUR) requirements
h. Renewal document requirements
i. Development Safety Update Report (DSUR) requirements
j. Risk Management Plans (RMP)/documents requirements
k. Update Argus Expedited reporting rules
l. Signal Detection / Management Requirements

3.3) Key Features

3.4) SDEAs as data sources
PV Requirements can come from Regulatory documents, but also from SDEAs with partners
etc. If you select “Yes” as a reporting destination in the Entities and Agreement
management, any Partner, Agency etc. can be linked with a requirement in the
Requirements Intelligence module.

3.5) Requirements that determine activities in other module of HALOPV
Times for creating/updating a record in other modules may be driven by requirements that
are setup in the Requirements Intelligence module. Examples of records that may
automatically be initiated / set in workflow are:
• ICSRs
• SDEAs

•
•
•
•
•
•

PSMFs
SUSARs
Risk Management Plans
Entities and Agreements
Renewal Documents
Periodic Reporting

4) Requirement Intelligence
Global requirements from authorities, partners and other entities can be set up, to ease global
compliance across, ICSRs, periodic reporting, and other PV requirements

4.1) Requirements Intelligence Workflow
In the first example of the Requirements Intelligence user’s guide, you will learn how to
create a rule and link it to a parent record, and in the second example, you will learn how to
add rules and assessment to a parent record. But first, let’s start identifying the main
features of the Requirements Intelligence module in HALO.
On the left menu, you will find a list of core Processes available for your user profile. Please
select Requirements Intelligence.
[NOTE: Requirements Intelligence can be adapted to multiple, local, or specific needs. The
number of processes and workflows display on your screen varies according to your
configuration and access.]
Once selecting Requirement Intelligence, the available workflows will be visible.
The image below shows a list of workflows that are available for Requirements Intelligence.
These workflows control the tasks that the user can perform according to the roles assigned.

In this user’s guide, you will be presented with different examples of workflows. By clicking
in one of the available workflows, a list of records will be displayed. Each record represents
a requirement that has been entered. Clicking on any of the titles will take you to the details
view. For this example, we select ICSR reporting requirements.
The example shows records that correspond to the ICSR reporting requirements. By clicking on Record ID, a
new window will display a form, which is configured to the ICSR reporting requirements workflow.

4.2) Create a New Rule: Example: ICSR rule
On the left menu Processes, click on Requirements Intelligence, then select ICSR reporting requirements and
then Create new (Create new can be seen in above pic)

4.2.1) First Step Register /Update ICSR reporting rule
Click on link below Record and task information to edit Basic information
Please, populate the following categories on Basic information:
• Requirement title: Introduce a title for the new rule.
• Type: Enter the type of case.
• Workflow to be completed: the due date for the record to be completed.
• Reporting to: Choose from the drop-down list, the entity that the system will recognize as the receiver
of this reporting obligation rule (E.g., investigator or partner to whom you hold an obligation).
In this example, the last workflow step Auto-Complete will activate the rule, meaning that
when the effective date / due date is reached, it will activate the record. So unless the last
step is completed, it will not appear in the records’ overview.
If you have an actual document, for instance, a pdf, you can click the attachment icon
and upload the document from your PC to the GxP storage of HALO PV, by clicking
“browse”, finding your document, then clicking the upload button. Close the pop-up
window to continue to the main window.

As seen below, the new workflow is populated, and the first step Register /Update requirements needs to be
performed. Go to the section Task activities to proceed with the assigned tasks to your role.

Task activities
To populate the details of the rule, please check for actions assigned under Task activities overview, which
displays the task assigned to your user role; in this case, 2 tasks has been assigned; ICSR
Requirement detail form and Associate Regulatory source. Let’s take the example of ICSR
Requirement detail form.

ICSR Rule Options
This tab allows you to configure all the rules for the ICSR. The list of available countries is restrained to the user
profile.
•
•

Reporting criteria: Select from the drop-down list a format.
Causality (Relatedness): Since the record is identified as a ‘Spontaneous-drug’ case (in our example),
the fields are automatically populated by HALO.

•
•

Submission: Check ‘Yes’ if cases are submitted electronically by headquarter. In case you have local
regulatory timelines, then check ‘Yes’. When checking ‘Yes’, the section Timeline will appear.
Timeline: Allows to register the days for the reporting timeline, in this case, 35 (days).

Rest of the details are self-explanatory.
Requirement verbatim and notes
On the Requirement verbatim and notes tab, the user can add additional information for
the ICSR.
• Requirement Text in the original language: Allows to paste the original requirement text.
• Notes: Here, the user can add notes or details about the translation.
• URL of source: Allows to enter the URL of the source for this specific rule.
• Document process scope: Determines the types of requirements for the form. Here, the user can link
a specific process scope.
Implementation details
On the Implementation details tab,
• Custom tags: Allows to target where this rule should appear in HALO’s tabular reports. For instance, if
it is relevant for case handlers, or the submission team to know about this rule.
(Note: The workflow is configured automatically, so in this case, the user do not
need to notify the Safety database configuration support team).
• Format (internal): Here, the user can specify what internal format is preferred, unlike the one
required by the authorities.
• Internal timeline (days): Specify a number in days for internal timelines.
• Implementation notes: Allows you to add a note on how you have chosen to implement or will be
implementing the requirement in your processes and procedures.
To proceed, click Save and then Return.
Once back on the central record, it is possible to continue completing the new rule. For instance, the next
section, Associated child records, allows linking the rule to the overall requirement or parent record.

4.2.2) Second Step Review and approve ICSR reporting requirements
In the second step, the designated role can review and approve the ICSR reporting requirement. Go to the
Task activities and click on QC check.
Comments can be added in the dedicated section and mark tick on QC complete checkbox. Click on Approve
and then Return.

Now the rule is ready to be configured in the safety database. Click Complete task to continue.
NOTE: In case of incomplete data/files, select to Send back task the record to the previous user role.

